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Localization of electrons excited optically to the conduction band from deep centers was observed 
at the random Coulomb potential of charged impurities in compensated germanium. A negative 
magnetoresistance was observed and attributed to the influence of the magnetic field on quantum 
corrections to the conductivity. 

Fluctuations of the potentials of impurity centers in 
crystals containing charged impurities may result in local- 
ization of electron states with energies below a certain value 
e, (Ref. 1). This limiting energy E, is known as the mobility 
edge. The nature of the conduction process in a degenerate 
electron gas is governed by the position of the Fermi level E~ 

relative to E,: if cF > e,, the conduction process is metallic, 
but if&, < E,, the crystal behaves as an insulator and at T = 0 
its conductivity vanishes. The metal-insulator transition 
which occurs when the Fermi level crosses the mobility edge 
is known as the Anderson transition. In nondegenerate semi- 
conductors the Anderson transition may not be observed in 
its pure form (at T = O), but in principle we can observe the 
"freezeout" of electrons in a potential relief if the tempera- 
ture T is sufficiently low, so that ~ T < E , .  We investigated 
compensated germanium with deep-level repulsive impuri- 
ties and observed localization of electrons in the Coulomb 
relief formed by these impurities under conditions when the 
total density of electrons in the conduction band was created 
by optical release from deep centers. 

1. We investigated n-type germanium crystals with the 
upper copper level partly compensated by antimony. The 
copper concentration was N- 1015 cm - and the occupancy 
of the upper level of copper was 0.1-0.8. At low tempera- 
tures T the conductivity was ensured by illumination with 
impurity-absorbed light. Cooling from room temperature 
resulted in an exponential reduction of the conductivity with 
an activation energy equal to the ionization energy of triply 
charged copper amounting to 0.26 eV. At T 5  100 K the elec- 
tron density was controlled by their optical release from im- 
purities and as a result of further cooling (region I in Fig. 1 ) 
the conductivity a increased because of a change in the cross 
section for the capture of electrons by the repulsive copper 
iom2 We have plotted in Fig. 1 a as a function of tempera- 
ture in the optical generation region for different intensities 
of the exciting light. At T 5  20 K we observed an exponential 
fall of u with an activation energy of - 8 meV (region I1 ) . 
The Hall effect measurements indicated that the reduction 
in u was due to an exponential reduction in the electron den- 
sity (curve 5) .  Low-temperature activation-like reduction 
in the density was due to the Anderson localization of elec- 
trons from the conduction band in the random Coulomb 
potential of the charged centers; the activation energy was 
associated with the mobility edge. Similar temperature and 
field (see below) dependences of the conductivity a had 
been reported also3 for another multiply charged impurity 
(gold) in germanium. 

In principle, the activated a( T) dependence could be 
due to the freezeout of electrons at shallow (antimony) do- 
nors. However, the trapping by antimony ions at T = 10-20 
K could not be significant because of the low density n of free 
electrons in the compensated material. Under steady-state 
conditions each impurity level should be in equilibrium with 
the conduction band, i.e., 

Here, N3 , N2, N,,, and @, are the concentrations of doubly 
and triply charged copper ions, of antimony atoms, and of 
neutral (electron-filled) antimony atoms; g and a are the 
optical generation and capture coefficients of the copper 
ions; n,  = N,exp( - &,/kT) is the Shockley-Read fac- 
t o r ( ~ ~  is the ionization energy of a donor and N, is the effec- 
tive density of states in the conduction band). Cooling did 
not alter N3 or N2 as long as'%, < N3, N2 and the trapping 
by antimony could affect the temperature dependence of n 
only if @, - N3 , N, . At 20 K the Hall effect measurements 
indicated that for the curves in Fig. 1 the density was n zz 10'' 
-10" ~ m - ~ .  Consequently, n<n ,  and N!,  zzNs,n/nl <N,, 
N,, i.e., at these temperatures there was no significant trans- 
fer of charge from copper to antimony. Therefore, n was 

FIG. 1. Conductivity in a weak field obtained using different illumination 
intensities ( 1-3), maximum conductivity in a strong pulsed field (4) ,  and 
Hall density of carriers ( 5 )  as functions of temperature. Curve 4 was 
obtained using the same illumination intensity as curve 1; curves 3 and 5 
are related similarly. 
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determined solely by the generation-recombination balance 
Cim lG (0 )  

between the copper ions and the conduction band. 
Throughout the range of temperatures investigated the 

conductivity a increased with the illumination intensity 
(curves 1-3 in Fig. 1 ), which again indicated that the expo- 
nential part of the dependence a( T) was not associated with 
the trapping of electrons by antimony. In fact, since the ex- 10 = 
ponential dependence a( T) in the case of capture by donors 
could appear only because of the temperature dependence of 
n ,  , in the present case the value of a should be determined 1 25 5o 75 
solely by the thermal ionization of antimony atoms. loJlr, K-' 

Thus the low-temperature activation-type fall of the 
conductivity was due to the freezeout of photoexcited elec- FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the ratio of the conductivities in 

strong and weak fields recorded for two samples. trons below the mobility edge E,.  Electrons of energies E < E ,  

were localized and did not participate in the conduction pro- 
cess, so that cooling, when kTbecame less than &,, changed 
the number of electrons participating in the conduction pro- Fig. 1. Curve 3 corresponded to region I in Fig. 1 and it 
cess in accordance with the law demonstrated that the localization of electrons occurred in a 

wider range of temperatures than that in which the depend- 
n=no e x p ( - & , / k T ) ,  ( ) ence a( T) was activated. 

where no is the total photocarrier density. 
An electric field reduced the mobility edge E ,  and in- 

creased the density of free electrons. Figure 2 shows how the 
conductivity of a crystal depends on the applied voltage U. 
These dependences were determined using short ( - 10 ps)  
voltage pulses in order to avoid a change in the total electron 
density no because of an increase, in a strong field, of the 
probability of capture by copper ions ; pulses were also used 
in order to avoid the Joule heating of a crystal. It is clear 
from Fig. 2 that the conductivity rose strongly with the elec- 
tric field (at - 11 K by more than four orders of magnitude) 
and the dependence u(U) was practically unaffected by a 
change in the intensity of the impurity-absorbed light 
(curves 1 and 2). When T was increased, the rise of a ( U )  
became slower (curves 3-5). These curves were obtained at 
a fixed illumination intensity and the values of a in weak 
fields represented by curves 3-5 corresponded to curve 1 in 

FIG. 2. Dependence of the conductance on the pulsed voltage applied to a 
sample subjected to illumination of different intensities (curves 1 and 2 )  
at different temperatures T (3-5). Curves 1 ,  2, and 5 were obtained at 
T =  10.9 K; curve 3 was obtained at T =  25 K; curve 4 was obtained at 
T =  17.3 K.  

Figure 3 shows the dependence of log [u,/a(O) ] on 
l/Tobtained for two samples [om is the maximum conduc- 
tivity reached in a field Em = Urn /L, L is the length of the 
investigated crystal, and a ( 0 )  is the conductivity in a weak 
field]. Clearly, this dependence obeyed well the exponential 
law of Eq. (1).  

Localization of electrons occurred in the Coulomb po- 
tential of the charged impurities. A rough estimate of the 
spatial scale of the random potential could be obtained from 
the maximum field Em in which a( U) ceased to rise. Assum- 
ing that at U =  U,,, all the electrons from the conduction 
band were delocalized, i.e., assuming that e E m l , z ~ , ,  we 
found that I, - 10 - cm for E, z 8 meV and Em z lo3 V/cm. 
This quantity was found to be of the order of the average 
distance between impurities, which was to be expected be- 
cause at low temperatures T there was no large-scale poten- 
tial when the impurity level was approximately half-filled,4 
since the screening radius was limited to the average distance 
between the charged impurities. 

The measured dependence a( U) could include a contri- 
bution from the field dependence of the mobility p ( E ) .  
Therefore, in order to estimate more accurately the value of 
I,, we determined how the conductivity depended on the 
pulsed voltage in weak fields when the heating of electrons 
was still unimportant. We plotted in Fig. 4 the dependence 
log a( U) at T = 10.9 K. Clearly, in weak fields the value of a 
depended exponentially on U, i.e., an increase in the conduc- 

FIG. 4. Dependence of the conductance on the pulsed voltage. 
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tivity occurred because electrons "poured out" from the 
lower wells of the Coulomb relief on application of an exter- 
nal potential. As long as U was low, so that el, U/L <e,  , we 
could assume that the current percolation paths in the ran- 
dom potential were not affected. For a Boltzman distribu- 
tion of the energies of localized electrons, we could assume 
that n(E) a exp(eEl,/kT) [as indicated also by the expo- 
nential dependence of a , / a ( O )  on 1/T]; then, the slope of 
the dependence log u(U)as shown in Fig. 4 yielded I, 
=; 2 X l o p 5  cm. Therefore, localization of conduction elec- 
trons occurred in the random potential of the charged im- 
purities with a scale on the order of the average distance 
between the impurities. 

It is clear from Eq. ( 1 ) that the activated dependence 
a ( T )  with a slope corresponding to the mobility edge E ,  

could be observed only when the total photocarrier density 
no depended weakly on T, i.e., if for TS20  K there was 
practically no temperature dependence of the probability of 
the capture of electrons by the copper ions. This was con- 
firmed by the temperature dependence of the conductivity 
a, in a field E, in which the conduction band electrons 
were fully delocalized and their density was equal to no. The 
dependence a, ( 1/T) is represented by curve 4 in Fig. 1. At 
temperatures below -20 K the values of a, and, conse- 
quently, of no were independent of T. The disappearance of 
the temperature dependence of the electron lifetime could be 
due to the fact that an electron could not be located farther 
from a center than the average distance between the impuri- 
ties. Therefore, the position of the turning point governing 
the tunnel passage of an electron of energy - k T  across the 
Coulomb barrier of a repulsive impurity5 ceased to depend 
on Tat low temperatures. The critical temperature could be 
estimated from the condition ~ T - Z ~ ~ N ' / ~ / X  ( Z  is the 
charge of the center and is the permittivity), so that for 
Z = 2 and N z  1015 cm-' we should have k T z  1.8 meV, i.e., 
precisely TZ 20 K. 

2. Localization of the conduction band electrons mani- 
fest itself also in the anomalous magnetoresistance. The 
magnetoresistance measurements were made by placing a 
sample in a helium optical cryostat and subjecting it to a 
constant magnetic field H up to -4 kOe. Additional coils 
were used to create an alternating magnetic field H = 8.7 Oe 
such that H<H. Measurements were made of a constant 
current i in a sample and of the alternating current i = Hdi/ 
d H  caused by modulation of the magnetic field. The depen- 
dence i (H)  was used to reconstruct the dependence of the 
relative magnetoconductance Aa(H)/a(O) on H. A modu- 
lation method made it possible not only to increase the sensi- 
tivity, but also to reduce significantly the influence of tem- 
perature instability, which was particularly important in the 
exponential part of the dependence a( T). In fact, the change 
in a because of the instability of T was given by Aa(T)/  
a- ( AT/T) (&,/kT) and in measurements of Aa(H)/uin a 
static magnetic field we had to satisfy the condition Aa(H)/  
u%Au(T)/a,  i.e., in order to achieve Ao(H)/a- 1% when 
&,/kT=: 10, a high temperature stability amounting to AT/ 
T< 1.0% was needed. 

Figure 5 shows the dependence of the relative magneto- 
resistance Ap(H)/p on H obtained at different tempera- 
tures. Clearly, the magnetoresistance was negative in the 
range of classically weak magnetic fields (pH/c < 1; the mo- 
bility p deduced from the magnetoresistance had a maxi- 

FIG. 5. Dependence of the relative magnetoresistance on the magnetic 
field at different temperatures ( K ) :  1) 10.9; 2) 12.6; 3)  15.2; 4 )  20.4; 5 )  
26; 6)  35. 

mum at T z 7 0  K and it amounted to -6.5X lo3 cmZ-V-'  
as-') The magnitude of the negative magnetoresistance in 
the range of magnetic fields where it was observed decreased 
with increasing temperature. The negative magnetoresist- 
ance was observed not only in the low-temperature activated 
part of the dependence a( T), but also at temperatures where 
da (  T)/dT< 0 (curve 5).  

Figure 6 shows the dependence of i/i on the magnetic 
field in the range HS 1 kOe. Clearly, in weak fields the dif- 
ferential magnetoconductance di/dH increased linearly 
with H and then reached a plateau, i.e., we found initially 
that Ao/a a H and then Ao/acc H. The slope of the initial 
region i (H)/ i  and the value on the plateau decreased with 
increasing T. In the range H >  1 kOe the ratio i/i decreased 
proportionally to H (see Fig. 1 in Ref. 6) and the slope of the 
field at the dependence of i (H) / i  in the range of "high" H 
was practically independent of temperature. 

The negative magnetoresistance, observed long ago in 
heavily doped semiconductors and metals (see, for example, 
Ref. 7 and references given there to previous investigations), 
is currently attributed to a reduction in the quantum inter- 
ference corrections to the conductivity in a magnetic field.' 
However, the existing theory applies to a degenerate elec- 
tron gas in which the Fermi energy is considerably higher 
than the mobility edge. In our samples the conductivity was 

I 
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FIG. 6. Dependence of the ratio i/i on the magnetic field at different 
temperatures T ( K ) :  1) 10.9; 2) 12.6; 3) 15.2; 4 )  20.4; 5) 26. 
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due to electrons excited optically from deep impurities to the 
conduction band where their energy distribution was of the 
Boltzmann type and the quasi-Fermi level was well below 
the mobility edge E,. Since in our case the condition ~ T < E ,  
was obeyed, electrons of energy EZE, participated in the 
conduction process. No calculations have yet been made of 
the quantum corrections to the conductivity and of their 
change in the magnetic field in this specific case. Neverthe- 
less the negative magnetoresistance of our samples was 
clearly also due to quantum corrections to the conductivity. 
This point of view was confirmed by the observation that the 
negative magnetoresistance of our samples existed in classi- 
cally weak magnetic fields when the usual magnetoresist- 
ance was weak. A necessary condition for the observation of 
the negative magnetoresistance was T, $T, where T is the 
mean free time and T, is the time for dephasing of an elec- 
tron wave, governed by the inelastic scattering processes. In 
our case of low temperatures and a high concentration of 
multiply charged impurities the value of T was governed by 
the scattering on ionized impurities and T~ by the scattering 
on acoustic phonons. Since T, >T,, (Ref. 9),  where T,, is 
the time for the dissipation of momentum by acoustic phon- 
ons, the condition T, ) T is clearly satisfied. In weak magnet- 
ic fields [ H <  &/4eDr, (Refs. 8 and 9),  where D is the diffu- 
sion coefficient] the magnetoconductance obeys 
Aa(H) a H 2, which is confirmed by the experimental re- 
sults. An increase in H should saturate the interference part 
of Au(H), changing to the classical dependence 
Aa/ua  - (pH/c)Z. Therefore, the slope di(H)/dH in 
"strong" magnetic fields is governed by the value of the mo- 
bility, which in our case was - 6 ~  10' cm2.V-' .sp'  and 
was independent of Tin the interval 10-20 K. The high value 
ofp  (of the order of the mobility at 70 K)  and the absence of 
the temperature dependence were again due to the fact that 
the measured mobility was due to electrons of energy 
-E, )kT. 

The origin of the plateau in the dependence of di/dH on 
H [Au(H) a HI is not clear. It should be pointed out that a 
linear dependence Ao(H) has been reported also for heavily 
doped semiconductors (see, for example, Ref. lo),  although 
the current in this case was due to the hopping conduction 
process and not due to the band process, as in our samples. 

According to Refs. 8 and 9, the relative magnetocon- 
ductance is given by Ao(H)/a  = f(L,/L, ), where 
L = DT, and L = cfi/eH is the magnetic length. There- 
fore, the change in the negative magnetoresistance with tem- 
perature is due to the temperature dependences of D and T, . 
In our case the value of D was governed solely by the energy 
E, and was independent of temperature as long as E, $ kT. 
Consequently, only T, depended on temperature. 

In spite of the fact that the existing theory does not deal 
with a nondegenerate electron gas near the mobility edge, we 
tried to find T, from the expression" 

where w, = eH /mc is the cyclotron frequency and m is the 
effective mass of an electron. This expression is valid in the 
case of weak fields H, so that we determined T, from the 
initial part of the dependence i(H) in Fig. 6. The value of T 

was deduced from the mobility. We then plotted T, in Fig. 7 
as a function of 1/T. We found that, firstly, T, a 1/T and, 

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of T,. 

secondly, that the value of T, was the same as T,,, which was 
the mean free time in the scattering by acoustic phonons. 
This was to be expected for the following reasons. It is shown 
in Ref. 9 that the dephasing time is T, = r,,, if the condition 
rph7S/fi< 1 is not obeyed, whereEis the characteristic elec- 
tron energy and S is the scattering inelasticity parameter. In 
our case, we have E = E, and 6 = (2ms2&, ) '12/kT (s is the 
velocity of sound), which yields T,, E, S/fi- 1. Moreover, in 
the case of electrons of energy E ~ E , ,  we find that 
T,, a T which accounts for the linear dependence 
of T, on the reciprocal of temperature. The surprising agree- 
ment between T, and ?,,, not only in the temperature de- 
pendence but also in the magnitude, suggests that the theory 
of Ref. 11 is not restricted to the case of a degenerate gas. 
This may be due to the fact that in our crystals, as in the 
degenerate case, the electrons participating in the conduc- 
tion process have practically the same energy E,, which is 
considerably greater than k T  representing the average ther- 
mal energy." 

3. Therefore, localization of electrons from the conduc- 
tion band occurs in a nondegenerate semiconductor and the 
density of these electrons is controlled by their photoexcita- 
tion from deep impurities. Localization occurs in a random 
Coulomb potential of charged impurities with a spatial scale 
of the order of the average distance between the centers and 
is manifested in the anomalous temperature and field depen- 
dences of the conductivity. These anomalies are explained by 
the fact that the conductivity is due to an exponentially small 
number of delocalized electrons with an energy above the 
mobility edge. The results obtained demonstrate also that in 
the case of a nondegenerate electron gas we observe a nega- 
tive magnetoresistance which can be explained by existing 
theoretical concepts of quantum interference corrections to 
the conductivity. 
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